
I could continue this much longer and for those of you so desiring will. My 

purposes are to inform and to release without restriction what little the FBI has provided 

of wht the law requires it to provide. Let me close with what Tyler says is the 

spectrogreegic analysis on the ping clothing, dated April 8, 1964. 

This gets back to the Francisco perjury about a single bullet wound so essential 

to the faked solution to tLe crime, to framing Ray and to the real reason for supjree- 

sing exculpatory evidence to which the defense was entitled. 

The first page closes with what almost certainly has to be a lie, the traces 

from ing's clothing "could not be associated with a partocular bullet or lead si)urce." 

The alternative would be truthful, that the still suppressed evidence proves 

Ray did not commit the crime because with the remnant of bullet science make the 

"association" possible. 

Then we have alisting of the clothing-with but a single one of the nine 

identified components of the alleged fatal bullet,ladlead. Withonthxxx the other 

known components, without a single figure in measurement. 

Then a sketch of the jacket through which the exploding fragments burst. 

Plus the location of three different places from whiih "spectro samples" were 

taken - for the entirely missing spectrographic results. 

Next what was known and suppressed about the second bullet wound, proof that the 

tie was literally tiro apart and off by the force of the outward explosion, with 

samples for snalysis - the same missing analysis- take from each of the ruptured edges 

Even the neckband and short collar were torn in a coinciding place by the 

vio;ence of the explosion about which Dr. l'iancisco committed the indispensible 

perjury. 

This is proof that the FBI and all those eanctimonous Department of Justice 

lawyers have protected by their silence. 

Remember, these papers came to me from the Deputy Attorney General of the 

united States. 

Just whenthe new Attorney general has announced a "new look" at this crime and 

doing something his Departments' And the FBI's improper acts -two years after the order. 


